
FORTRAN WRITE TO FILE WITHOUT OVERWRITING A HARD

Yes, it is impossible. With position= you only set the position for writing. Normally you just delete everything past the
current record by a write in.

The compiler was told to look for three values in the file. The main purpose of the PRINT statement is to print
to the screen standard output unit and it has no options for file output. If later on in the program you want to
move the pointer back to the top of the file, the REWIND statement can be used. FILE - This specifies the
name of the file to be opened. This allows the processor to select the channel number and, to avoid conflicts
with legacy code, a negative value not -1 will be selected that does not conflict with any current unit number
in use. When it found all the values it needed the pointer got positioned on the next fresh line, in this case the
one beginning with  The OPEN command originated when external files were usually card images. See bn and
bz formats below. PRINT has no explicit mechanism for printing user-defined types and this is another reason
for not using it in production code. For example, say that the file accessed by the READ statement above,
looked like this: 12,13,14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 When the file is initially opened, a pointer is placed at
the top of the file. A file is created and opened. However, in general, Fortran requires a two stage process to
connect code to external files. The third time the READ statement is executed, the pointer is left on the line
beginning with  These operations can generally be used on the screen and keyboard, external files and internal
files. During the fourth time the READ statement is executed, the program will have an error. The OPEN
command has options to ensure that the file already exists or does not already exist, to ensure that it is used
only for input, or only for output, or for both. As the file is read, the pointer moves through the file, keeping
track of what line has been read and what line has not. The decimal place always takes up one position. For a
file that already exists, the value or rcl must correspond to the value used to create the file. An external file
resides on a physical peripheral device, such as disk or tape. When opening a file that already exists, this value
must correspond to an allowed value which is usually the value given when the file was created. The value of
the Fortran channel number has global scope within any one image of a Fortran program. The compiler found
the three values it needed on a single line, did not need the fourth value, 21, but moved on anyway. In very old
code, nu was a fixed value and the programmer had to ensure that it did not clash with other channels in use at
the same time. It turns out that this default formatting is very close to a comma separated variable CSV
processor for input. Bad luck: we cannot open more than one file in one OPEN statement. Somewhat
amazingly, the default is processor dependent, so the manual will have to be consulted. If you do not set it
explicitly, you get sequential by default. It only found two before it got to the end of the file. EXAMl, 2,are
exam results. If the path points to a file on a network drive the drive must be preconnected and there is no
language defined way of making this connection. In any case, the value of rcl must also be allowed by the
underlying operating system. The file name can be a fully qualified path or a local filename. This is why the
newunit option, and only the newunit option, is allowed to specify a negative value for the channel number. If
an error occurs in the processing of the CLOSE statement, the program will transfer control to the statement
with label number eno. An alternative is to use shell redirection to externally redefine the above units. If an
error occurs in the processing of the OPEN statement the program will transfer control to the statement with
label number eno. The two modes of access to files are sequential and direct. If an error occurs the return
value will be positive and a message describing the error will be provided via the iomsg option described
below. This is the form that should be used in all new code.


